3rd International Newsletter
Dear reader,
Welcome to the third issue of the REALISE newsletter! In this number
we are delighted to sum up the final activities of our project.
We are proud to have produced the “Handbook of Good Practices”
which is a useful tool for staff mobility implementation and enhancement
in all the universities participating to the Erasmus+ program. It could
be also an instrument to facilitate the recognition process and enforcement
of internationalisation universities strategies.
Moreover, we want to share with you the results of our training week
in Ghent that has deeply improved skills and competences of of around
100 staff members who have actively participated to the workshops provided in order to overcome the new challenges of staff mobility.
Finally, we would like to share with you the results of our latest dissemination actions that have involved not only university authorities but
also other stakeholders with the aim of spreading the knowledge on
the initiative.
And now we hope that the project we have developed could be helpful
for all of us.
The REALISE Team

Summary
 Introduction
 The REALISE Handbook
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REALISE PROJECT OVERWIEW

The 10 universities (and their associated partners)

The project pursues 3 SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES:


Identify and develop innovative practices regarding
the implementation of the Erasmus+ pro-

(2016-2019) to deliver constructive outputs:


gramme for staff mobility.


have worked together over a three-year period

in a number of European countries.

Foster the recognition of mobility in the career
development of academic, administrative and



A comparative quantitative and qualitative analysis
of staff mobility across Europe.

echnical staff in HEIs.


A set of survey tools to assess mobility practices

Raise institutional awareness about the added



Erasmus+ programme for staff mobility

value of staff mobility and promote its contribution
to HEIs’ internationalization strategies.

A Handbook for improved implementation of the



A Training module on how to improve staff mobility
activities in European HEIs.

10 universities from 10 countries are involved in

The conclusions of the policy dialogue engaged at

the project:

different levels (to be published in the next few



Université

Paul-Valéry

Montpellier,

France

months.)

(Coordinating institution)
The project expects the partners’ practices in the



Linköping University, Sweden



Uniwersytet Warszawski, Poland

programme for staff mobility to be durably improved,



Middlesex University, United Kingdom

especially the recognition and promotion of mobility



Universitat de Barcelona, Spain

in professional development, and innovative



Universidade de Coimbra, Portugal

recommendations to be made to a wider range of



Universiteit Gent, Belgium



Univerza v Ljubljani, Slovenia



Humboldt Universitat zu Berlin, Germany



Università degli Studi di Catania, Italy
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implementation and management of the Erasmus+

European HEIs.

THE REALISE HANDBOOK
The REALISE partners and Associate Partners

The idea behind the production of this Hand-

have tested a large number of tools and actions

book is that by improving the implementation of

that were gathered in the REALISE Toolbox.

Erasmus+ staff mobility across Europe, the REALISE project aims to give HEIs elements that will

This Testing Phase was undertaken in order to

lead them to increase their international

set guidelines and procedures to enhance uni-

outreach and visibility.

versities’ practices by giving all necessary information to adapt and implement those actions in
other Higher Education Institutions (HEIs) throughout Europe.
All the tested actions have been compiled in the
REALISE Handbook of Good Practices, accessible
for free on the REALISE website and seeks to:


Identify and develop innovative practices for
the implementation of the Erasmus+ programme for HEI staff to benefit from its maximum potential;



Improve and foster the recognition in HEI
staff’s career development;



Raise institutional awareness about the added-value of staff mobility and promote its
contribution to internationalization strategies.
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TITOLO BRANO INTERNO
LATEST
DISSEMINATION ACTIONS: STAFF TRAINING WEEK IN GHENT
Questo brano può contenere 75-125
parole.

The
REALISE
partners
organized from May 14th to May 16th 2019 an international staff training week
La selezione
di immagini
ed elementi
grafici è un “Staff
passaggioMobility
importantein
in the Spotlight” in Ghent University (Belgium).
entitled
quanto questi elementi consentono
di aggiungerethis
impatto
alla pubblicaThrough
training,
the consortium gave the 87 participants (from 20 different countries) all relezione.
vant information and key guidelines to implement a strategy with a view to increase the quality and
Analizzare
l'articolo e valutare
se le
the
recognition
of Erasmus+
staff mobility in their institution.
immagini inserite sono coerenti con il
messaggio
che si desidera
The
programme
oftrasmettethe event has been put together in accordance with the content of the REALISE
re. Evitare immagini che risultino
Handbook of Good Practices and has evolved around 3 main Workshops among other activities:
fuori contesto.

In Microsoft
Developing
staff
mobility
Word sono
disponibili
migliaia di immagini ClipArt, nonché

numerosi
Promoting
mobility
strumentistaff
che consentono

as a strategic pathway to broaden and reinforce internationalization

programmes and disseminating results

di disegnare forme e simboli.

Exploring good practices for managing staff mobility



Dopo aver scelto l'immagine corretta,
posizionarla accanto all'articolo e
inserire una didascalia.

This Staff Training Week has met great success, and all the material used for its animation is available
on the REALISE website
This event has been a “trial run” of an output of the REALISE project: the Training Module on how to
improve staff mobility activities, carrying the same name as the Staff Training Week: Staff Mobility in
the Spotlight.
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LATEST DISSEMINATION ACTIONS:
THE NATIONAL SEMINARS



Poland: May 6th 2019



Germany: May 21st 2019



Belgium: May 24th 2019

Overall, these events have met good success
and registered a high number of participants,
who included IRO staff members and Heads of
IRO from other Higher Education Institutions,
of Human
depart"Per attirare l'attenzione del lettore, inserire but
qui also
unaHeads
citazione
o unaResources
frase tratta
ments, Erasmus+ national agencies and minisdal testo."
tries, all stakeholders in the future and in the
improvement of Erasmus+ staff mobility quality
and recognition.

As part of the dissemination process of the project’s activities, results and recommendations,
but also as a part of the Policy Dialogue engaged
by the consortium, 8 National Seminars have
been organized in 8 countries:


France: January 24th 2018



Italy: September 28-29th 2018



Sweden: November 06-07th 2018



Portugal: April 11th 2019



United Kingdom: May 1st 2019
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CONTACT INFO
UNIVERSITÉ PAUL-VALÉRY MONTPELLIER
Direction des Relations Internationales et de la Francophonie
3Route de Mende 34 199
Montpellier Cedex 5FRANCE
Phone: +33 (0)4 67 14 23 39
For general enquiries: lionel.cabos@univ-montp3.fr

Organizzazione
Indirizzo ufficio 1
Indirizzo 2
Indirizzo 3
Indirizzo 4

SPAZIO
PER IL
FRANCOBOLLO

Telefono: 555-555-5555
Fax: 555-555-5555
Indirizzo di posta elettronica:
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